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-- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE --

Saber Astronautics continues supporting warfighters with

TACFI award

5th September 2022 --

Boulder, Colorado, USA -- Saber Astronautics recently won a $540K award as a part of

the Tactical Funding Increase (TACFI) Program by AFWERX, the innovation arm of the US

Department of Air Force (US DAF).

The TACFI award supports the further development and refinement of Saber’s space

operations software, ‘Space Cockpit’. Developed with adherence to the latest in

DevSecOps best practices, it received a renewal of its Certificate to Field (CtF) and is

deployed to warfighters on NIPR and SIPR networks since 2020.

Space Cockpit originally won funding as part of the US Space Forces rapid acquisition

program in 2019. Saber is able to update Space Cockpit in parallel to USSF Guardians’

developing needs with direct, continuous feedback from operators themselves. This

ability to quickly and continuously upgrade software is a key benefit to the USSF.
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The Director of Saber Astronautics USA, Nathan Parrott, explains its importance:

“Normally the government buys software and that’s the end of it. But modern warfare,

especially in space, is very dynamic. We needed the ability to update the program on the fly

to respond to the rapidly evolving threat landscape. We may know what features Guardians

need today, but what about tomorrow?”

The most recent improvements deployed to warfighters include an upgrade to the orbit

propagation algorithms supporting CisLunar spaceflight, charting spacecraft orbit states

and observations, and the ability to execute spacecraft maneuvers. Space Cockpit is also

being uplifted to support Saber’s early warning threat detection system, ‘Sentinel’.

The number of users of Space Cockpit doubled in the last two months, with hundreds of

operators across multiple units in the USSF. “Space Cockpit, especially the visualization

features, are going a bit viral within the Space Force community.” said Dr Jason Held, Saber

Astronautics CEO. “Each unit has their own special needs so we developed a framework in

Space Cockpit to allow rapid changes. Embedding flexibility in the software is empowering

for operators to directly impact the product they use every day.”

Space Cockpit’s original development was based on Saber Astronautics’ PIGITM software,

a space operations software used by the Responsive Space Operations CenterTM (RSOC) in

Colorado and Australia. PIGI is used to send commands and receive telemetry to

spacecraft through a network of commercial ground station and sensor providers.
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Please direct enquiries to:

Media

+1-720-589-6086 (USA)

+61 472 569 657 (AU)

media@saberastro.com

About Saber Astronautics

Saber Astronautics’ mission is the democratization of space,

reducing barriers to space flight, and making space as easy as

driving a car. Incorporated in 2008, Saber Astronautics provides

space operations, mission design services, and related software.

Saber has R&D laboratories and mission control centres in the USA

and Australia, being a trusted supplier to traditional space and

government customers as well as NewSpace entrants worldwide.

Please stay up to date with Saber by visiting our website, subscribing

to our newsletter, or following us on social media: LinkedIn, Twitter

and Facebook.

For more information, please visit www.saberastro.com
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